Mindfulness training applied to addiction therapy: insights into the neural mechanisms of positive behavioral change
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Abstract: Dual-process models from neuroscience suggest that addiction is driven by dysregulated interactions between bottom-up neural processes underpinning reward learning and top-down neural functions subserving executive function. Over time, drug use causes atrophy in prefrontally mediated cognitive control networks and hijacks striatal circuits devoted to processing natural rewards in service of compulsive seeking of drug-related reward. In essence, mindfulness-based interventions (MBIs) can be conceptualized as mental training programs for exercising, strengthening, and remediating these functional brain networks. This review describes how MBIs may remediate addiction by regulating frontostriatal circuits, thereby restoring an adaptive balance between these top-down and bottom-up processes. Empirical evidence is presented suggesting that MBIs facilitate cognitive control over drug-related automaticity, attentional bias, and drug cue reactivity, while enhancing responsiveness to natural rewards. Findings from the literature are incorporated into an integrative account of the neural mechanisms of mindfulness-based therapies for effecting positive behavior change in the context of addiction recovery. Implications of our theoretical framework are presented with respect to how these insights can inform the addiction therapy process.
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Automaticity and reward in addiction

Drug addiction is a chronic relapsing brain disorder that involves dysregulated neural function in circuitry governing reward, learning, memory, and goal-directed behavior. The initial use of psychoactive substances is reinforced via dopaminergically mediated reward signaling in the ventral tegmental area.1 However, with repeated use, addictive substances impart motivational significance to drug-associated cues through an extended mesocorticolimbic brain circuit.2 Because obtaining and consuming psychoactive substances are motivationally salient goals in addiction, automatic drug-use action schemas3 stored in memory guide implicit cognitive processing of stimuli associated with previous drug-use episodes. As such, drug-related cues come to evoke powerful conditioned motivational responses that may be unconscious and fully dissociable from the pleasure and reward previously elicited during the initial phases of drug use.4

Mechanistic research supports a dual-process model5 in which addiction is proposed to produce dysregulated interactions between bottom-up neural circuitry (eg, ventral striatum [VS]) that codes for the predictive value of a rewarding stimulus (eg, cigarette, food, sex)6 and fronto-executive circuitry (eg, anterior cingulate cortex [ACC], lateral prefrontal cortex [lateral PFC]) that governs top-down cognitive control
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processes. Individuals with substance use disorders exhibit weaker functional connectivity between the aforementioned frontostriatal regions (eg, ACC → VS), the magnitude of which is associated with reduced self-reported positive affect, higher craving, and substance use following a quit attempt. Indeed, dysconnectivity between frontostriatal regions may account for the impairments in self-control and compulsive drug use that are hallmarks of addiction. Moreover, long-term exposure to drugs of abuse significantly attenuates neural response to naturally rewarding stimuli in the socioenvironment signaling homeostatic goal attainment (eg, eating, copulation, social affiliation), resulting in an overall hedonic deficit which may drive individuals to consume increasingly higher doses of the drug to maintain a dwindling sense of well-being.

In summary, compulsive – or automatic – drug use is mediated by neuroplasticity in frontostriatal circuitry. The degree of integrity of functional communication in this circuit is shown to correspond to drug-related appetitive behaviors coupled with lack of responsivity to natural reward. Therefore, behavioral interventions that aim to interrupt automatized drug-use action schemas and restructure motivation and reward learning around non–drug-related natural rewards may be beneficial in helping individuals with substance use disorders maintain abstinence. By virtue of their therapeutic potential to target these two interrelated domains, mindfulness-based interventions (MBIs) may be efficacious for the treatment of addiction.

Mindfulness as a state, trait, and practice

Though mindfulness originated in contemplative practices in Asia over 2,500 years ago, this ancient concept is currently being examined by clinical researchers and neuroscientists alike for its promise in treating diverse psychological and physical conditions. Modern psychological research operationalizes the construct of mindfulness as a state, trait, and practice. Mindfulness may be conceptualized as a transient state of consciousness characterized by metacognitive awareness of present-moment cognition, emotion, sensation, and perception, without judgment or reactivity. Neuroimaging research suggests that generating the state of mindfulness may activate the dorsal ACC and dorsolateral PFC, which could facilitate metacognitive monitoring, attentional control, and regulation of affective reactivity. In doing so, the acute state of mindfulness may attenuate activation in brain areas that subserve negative affect (amygdala) and self-referential processing during emotional experience (eg, medial prefrontal cortex), while promoting interoceptive awareness in the face of affective challenges by increasing activation in the insula.

The trait of mindfulness refers to a more enduring disposition or tendency to exhibit and express mindful attitudes and behaviors in everyday life, including nonreactivity to and acceptance of one’s own momentary thoughts, feelings, and perceptions — individuals with no mindfulness meditation experience naturally vary in the extent to which they express this trait, the magnitude of which is negatively correlated with addiction vulnerability. Though traits are typically held to be relatively fixed attributes, there is evidence to suggest that the practice of mindfulness meditation can increase trait mindfulness, which in turn partially accounts for the therapeutic benefits of mindfulness practice. It has been hypothesized that the apparent malleability of trait mindfulness might stem from neuroplasticity induced by recurrent mindfulness practice. A body of research supports the notion that recurrent activation of the state of mindfulness might engender increased trait mindfulness via neuroplastic mechanisms. For instance, cross-sectional studies have demonstrated significant differences in gray matter volume between meditation practitioners and meditation-naïve controls, particularly in regions of PFC that instantiate cognitive control (eg, inferior frontal gyri) and higher order associative processing (eg, hippocampus). Moreover, longitudinal research has shown that participants in an 8-week MBI evidenced increased gray matter density in posterior cingulate cortex, temporoparietal junction, and cerebellum, compared to controls, and reduced amygdala volume that correlated with the degree of stress reduction achieved from mindfulness practice.

The practice of mindfulness meditation involves the process of focusing attention on an object (eg, the sensation of breathing or walking, visual stimuli, or physical sensations in the body) while acknowledging and, in turn, letting go of distracting thoughts and emotions. These focused attention practices are complemented by open monitoring forms of mindfulness meditation during which practitioners metacognitively observe their psychological experience, that is, focusing on the quality of awareness itself as opposed to any particular content of awareness. These practices of focused attention and open monitoring activate different cognitive functions, including attentional vigilance, attentional reorienting, executive monitoring of working memory, response inhibition, and emotion regulation. Often, they are combined into a single meditation that begins with focused attention and evolves into open monitoring. Contemporary
MBIs like mindfulness-based stress reduction, which provide training in a range of mindfulness practices (eg, mindful breathing, body scan techniques), have been shown to produce therapeutic effects for a variety of clinical conditions, including depression, anxiety, and chronic pain.

Germane to the present review, MBIs may also target the mechanisms underlying addiction, including attentional automaticity toward drug-related cues and attenuated natural reward processing, by teaching mindfulness practices designed to induce the state of mindfulness, and thereby enhance the trait of mindfulness in everyday life. Among MBIs, Mindfulness-Based Relapse Prevention and Mindfulness-Oriented Recovery Enhancement have demonstrated efficacy in treating addiction. Results from controlled trials of these and other MBIs have demonstrated significant therapeutic effects among individuals with alcohol, drug, nicotine, and prescription opioid use disorders. Through mindfulness training, MBIs foster the development of state and trait mindfulness, and thereby may alter neural circuits subserving the habit and reward functions that drive addictive behaviors.

Effects of mindfulness on automaticity and attentional bias

As previously discussed, the initiation of drug use is marked by euphoric experiences in response to drug administration. This euphoria is coupled with strong positive reinforcement to continue seeking and consuming drugs. Over time, chronic drug use becomes an overlearned, automatic process, undergirded by neuroplastic changes in striatal circuitry subserving automatized habit behavior. In contrast to such addictive automaticity, mindfulness involves conscious awareness of automatized cognitive, emotive, and behavioral responses. MBIs focus on helping individuals develop awareness of automatic behavior in daily living by bringing full consciousness to the sensorimotor experiences of repetitive tasks. As such, mindfulness may promote regulation of processes linked to automatic addictive behavior. In support of this possibility, an early study of the neural mechanisms of meditation found meditation-induced increases in dopamine release in the VS, which suggests that MBIs may target striatal dopamine transmission, and thereby modulate neurobiologic processes underpinning automaticity. Furthermore, the pro-regulatory effects of mindfulness on automaticity have been supported by behavioral studies, which indicate that mindfulness training decreases habitual responses on Stroop tasks and reduces rigid adherence to scripted cognitive responses. Specific to automaticity in addiction, MBIs may interrupt drug-use action schemas. When such schemas are activated by substance-related cues or negative emotion, individuals who have developed trait mindfulness as a result of mindfulness practice may become aware of the resulting automatic urge to consume drugs. Then, by evoking state mindfulness through focused attention or open monitoring forms of mindfulness meditation, the individual may be able to interrupt the automatized response and instead utilize an intentional coping response. This notion was supported by McHugh et al, who found that a brief mindfulness induction increased awareness of implicit cues and reduced reactivity to previously learned implicit associations. This process may be facilitated by recruiting top-down executive control via a frontoparietal metacognitive attention network, which may lead to increased self-regulation and prevention of substance use.

A second way in which mindfulness might modulate addictive automaticity is by increasing control over attentional bias toward drug-related cues. Substance-dependent individuals exhibit attentional biases to drug-related cues due to the emotional and cognitive salience of such stimuli. Through incentive sensitization via the mesocorticolimbic dopamine system, chronic substance users are biased to attend to drug cues more readily than neutral cues – manifested in nonvolitional attentional capture by drug cues and/or the inability to disengage and shift attention from those cues. Such addiction attentional biases can significantly predict relapse following treatment, even after controlling for factors like craving and addiction severity. MBIs may target addiction attentional bias by promoting attentional reorienting capacity. Mindfulness practice may strengthen attentional reorienting through mindful breathing and body scan practices which involve noticing cognitive distraction and then returning the focus of attention back to present-moment somatic sensations (like breathing). This intentional, recurrent engagement and subsequent disengagement of attention may strengthen frontoparietal network function to improve regulation of automatic attentional processes. Using mindfulness techniques to repeatedly reorient attention from drug-related cues to neutral or healthful stimuli may extinguish conditioned associations between drug-related cues and drug-use action schemas which drive compulsive drug use. In this regard, it was observed that long-term meditators were better able to attenuate conditioned reward expectations associated with learned cues by decreasing activation in the striatum.

Taken together, prior studies suggest that mindfulness training facilitates frontal-executive regulatory processes,
including 1) deautomatization of habitual cognitive and behavioral processes and 2) augmentation of attentional reorienting capacity. These frontal-executive benefits of mindfulness training may explain the positive effects of MBIs on attentional bias among individuals with alcohol use disorders\(^{66}\) and extended histories of prescription opioid use.\(^{65,66}\) suggesting that mindfulness training might be useful in disrupting and restructuring automatic reactivity to drug cues. We discuss this subject in the following section.

**Effects of mindfulness on drug cue reactivity and natural reward sensitivity**

In addition to the cognitive effects outlined earlier, mindfulness practice has a long-standing reputation for increasing emotional well-being;\(^{40}\) yet, the neuroscientific literature supporting this popular notion is still in a nascent phase of development.\(^{19}\) Buddhist monks – putative experts in mindfulness-based meditative practices – and other advanced practitioners (individuals with >10,000 hours of meditation practice) have increasingly become a population of interest for neuroimaging studies investigating the neural bases of mindfulness-based changes in the regulation of affective experience. For instance, a neuroimaging case study examined an advanced practitioner using electroencephalogram and functional magnetic resonance imaging while the subject performed Jhana meditation (a form of ecstatic meditation aimed at increasing positive affect). These data showed that the emotional bliss and altered states of consciousness produced by this meditative technique were associated with robust activations within frontostriatal reward circuitry.\(^{65}\) Such augmentation of neural reward circuit function might explain meta-analytic findings of increased positive emotions among practitioners of affect-focused meditation techniques\(^{66}\) and mindfulness practices,\(^{67-69}\) implicating a role for MBIs in restructuring reward processes dysregulated by addiction.

Certainly, not all forms of mindfulness-based practice are employed to generate positive affect as a primary short-term goal. Rather, mindfulness is often seen more secularly as a means of calming the mind, centering from habitual thoughts and reactions, and making “mental space” through which novel insights or mindful reappraisals might arise. Nevertheless, this does not mean that a technique must be affect-focused for a restructuring of reward processing to occur over repeated practice. One recently proposed theoretical model, the mindfulness to meaning theory (MMT),\(^{70}\) explores potential mindfulness-based mechanisms that may contribute to the restructuring of reward processing and affective responses in practitioners. To this end, MMT presents a generalized dual-component hypothesis of mindfulness-based attention–affect interaction, proposing that neural reward circuitry adaptations transpire through 1) disengagement from maladaptive internal or external stimuli (attentional shift) and 2) subsequent engagement with healthful or naturally rewarding stimuli to amplify their affective valence or salience (savoring).\(^{70}\)

During an attentional shift, mindfulness practice is thought to redirect attention away from maladaptive cognitions such as rumination or craving. In doing so, redirection frees attentional resources for more flexible deployment and widens the field of attention to include the broader socio-emotional context of the immediate experience, thus making space for adaptive positive reappraisals.\(^{70}\) By reallocation of attentional resources that are freed during an attentional shift, the practitioner can engage in the amplification of positive affect resulting from the perception of newly salient natural rewards (ie, increased natural reward sensitivity → savoring). Through the process of savoring, the authors of MMT posit that mindfulness-based adaptations to neural reward circuitry (eg, frontostriatal, striatal–insular networks) that retune the system toward natural rewards may help to counter accumulated allostatic load resulting from lifetime stress and/or addiction.\(^{7,52}\)

Such restructuring of reward responding may be instantiated by the dynamic reconfiguration of neural networks observed during meditation (ie, meditation-state functional connectivity), including increased coupling between the default mode network, dorsal attention network, and salience network – regions subserving attentional control and reward processing.\(^{71}\) Furthermore, accumulated meditative practice may also alter resting-state functional connectivity\(^{72}\) that could underpin long-term increases in trait mindfulness. These reconfigurations in connectivity patterns may explicate findings from an affective Stroop task demonstrating that experienced meditators exhibit a decoupling of affective response from limbic reactivity to negative emotional stimuli.\(^{53}\) With respect to reconfigurations of neural circuit function during reward processing, mindfulness practitioners exhibited striatal blood-oxygen level dependent responses during an early-stage natural reward conditioning task similar to control subjects, but the practitioners demonstrated decreased striatal activation in response to reward prediction error paralleled by increased blood-oxygen level dependent signal in posterior insula.\(^{62}\)

In the context of addiction, there is evidence that mindfulness practice may reduce drug cue reactivity, while...
concomitantly increasing natural reward responsiveness.73 A recent randomized controlled trial of Mindfulness-Oriented Recovery Enhancement (MORE) demonstrated that mindfulness training decoupled drug craving from addictive behaviors46 and significantly reduced subjective and autonomic indices of drug cue reactivity.73 Concomitantly, MORE led to enhanced parasympathetic nervous system responses (a physiological marker of appetitive processes and positive affect) to stimuli representing natural rewards that mediated the effects of MORE on drug craving.73 Furthermore, event-related potential data from this study indicate that the MORE intervention enhanced electroencephalogram correlates of natural reward processing, which were associated with increased positive affective responses to natural reward cues and reduced drug craving.30

Preliminary neuroimaging evidence suggests that MORE may restructure reward processing by treating dysfunction in frontostriatal circuits integral to addiction. In a functional magnetic resonance imaging analysis of a pilot study of MORE as a treatment for nicotine addiction,49 smokers completed a cue-reactivity task in which cigarette images were viewed and a positive emotion regulation task in which participants were asked to either view a positive image or upregulate positive affective response to the image via savoring. On the cue-reactivity task, significant group × time effects were observed in the VS, such that participants in the MORE intervention exhibited significant decreases in striatal responses to cigarette cues over time, relative to those in the no-treatment control condition. In contrast, during the emotion regulation task, significant group × time effects were observed in the VS and rostral ACC for savor trials relative to view trials, such that compared to the no-treatment control group, participation in MORE was associated with increased response in the VS and rostral ACC over time. Finally, increases in striatal and ACC savoring responses significantly predicted increases in positive affect and decreases in the number of cigarettes smoked during the same time frame.

To summarize, the literature suggests that mindfulness practitioners appear to exhibit: 1) increased positive affect, 2) altered functional connectivity in neural cognitive control and reward circuitry at rest and during meditation, 3) decoupling of affective reactivity from subsequent mood states and behaviors, 4) reduced drug cue reactivity, and 5) improved natural reward processing. Therefore, the dual-component effects described earlier make the formal study of prospective applications of mindfulness practice highly relevant to developing novel and theoretically grounded therapies for addictive disorders, especially as pertaining to remediation of dysregulated top-down control over affective processes.74

An integrative model of the neural mechanisms of by which mindfulness promotes positive behavior change in addiction

Given the aforementioned findings and hypotheses, we present the following integrative model of the neural mechanisms by which mindfulness might promote positive behavior change in addiction. To reiterate, over time, drug use causes atrophy in prefrontally mediated cognitive control networks and hijacks striatal circuits devoted to processing natural rewards in service of compulsive seeking of drug-related reward. In essence, MBIs can be conceptualized as mental training programs for exercising, strengthening, and remediating these functional brain networks. Such mental training, when sustained over time and with sufficient intensity, may ultimately result in the changes in brain structure found in meta-analyses of the neuroanatomical effects of meditation71 and discussed earlier.

Specifically, we propose that mindfulness training augments functional connectivity between prefrontal, cingulate, parietal, and thalamic nodes of an executive regulatory circuit that provides feedback to the striatum and medial temporal lobe concerning interoceptive representations of the reward value of various courses of action and their alignment with one’s overall goal orientation. The functional output of this mindfulness-centered regulatory network (Figure 1) may allow individuals to gain awareness of automatized behavioral repertoires, restructure conditioned associations, and maintain an optimal hedonic tone to support healthy functioning.

A number of studies support various aspects of the integrative model. First, mindfulness training appears to increase connectivity within the insula,75 a key node of the salience network, suggesting that mindfulness may be able to alter interoceptive representations to optimize reward prediction error in service of adaptive behavior.76,77 Second, mindfulness training is associated with augmented connectivity to dorsal attentional control regions,71,78 allowing for increased top-down conscious regulation of automatized bottom-up responses. Finally, during meditation, strengthening of connectivity has been observed between dorsal attention network, salience network, and default mode network nodes,79 providing a potential avenue by which metacognition might self-regulate intrinsic associative mentation,79 and thereby restructure the higher order meaning and value of drug and natural rewards. Such
enhanced functional connectivity may be underpinned by neuroplastic anatomical changes integral to efficient neural communication. In this regard, a randomized controlled trial demonstrated that 10 hours of meditation training can increase white matter efficiency in the corona radiata, a white matter tract connecting the ACC to other brain structures, which was apparently mediated by increased myelination and axonal changes. More controlled studies of the acute and long-term effects of mindfulness meditation on functional and structural brain connectivity are needed to support our integrative network model of mindfulness-centered regulation.

From a clinical perspective, we hypothesize that activation of this network may support addiction recovery by fostering positive behavior change in a number of respects. First, when cortico–limbic–striatal circuits subserving drug-use action schemas are activated by cues associated with past drug-use episodes, mindfulness may engender awareness of the automatic addictive habit, as it is activated via insula-mediated interoceptive awareness, allowing for effective and timely top-down prefrontal regulation of the bottom-up appetitive urge. When attention is captivated by addictive cues, formal mindfulness meditation practices (e.g., mindful breathing) can be used to regulate frontoparietal attentional networks, facilitating disengagement from drug cues and subsequent engagement of attention to neutral somatic sensations (e.g., respiration). During this process, the individual may metacognitively monitor cravings as they arise and reappraise them as ephemeral, insubstantial mental phenomena, instead of perceiving them as inexorable compulsions for action. When mindfulness of craving is sustained over time without drug use, craving sensations may abate, as extinction learning weakens associative linkages between conditioned addiction-related stimuli and the attendant conditioned appetitive response. Such decoupling of urge from action may stem from prefrontal downregulation of limbic–striatal activation.

Furthermore, once mindfulness has interrupted the ballistic action of drug-use action schema, it can be used to stabilize attention on mental simulations of potential future adverse consequences of drug use. When mind wandering...
occurs, mindfulness can be used to reorient attention back to the mental simulation of these consequences, elaborating on them and gradually building a wider network of associations, until through aversive counterconditioning, the urge to get high, which was once so compelling, is now experienced as repugnant. This process may rely, in part, upon medial prefrontal → hippocampal updating of context-dependent associations.

In addition to disrupting prior conditioned associations, mindfulness may be used to restore and build novel associations to non–drug-related rewards. Through mindful savoring practices, naturally rewarding experiences that had lost their luster during the allostatic process of addiction may again be reinvested with salience. In other words, the addict can relearn the pleasures of sober social affiliation, the sense of accomplishment from a job well done, or the profound peace and contentment that comes from basking in the beauty of nature. To facilitate this relearning of natural reward, mindfulness meditation can be used to orient and sustain attention on the pleasant sensory–perceptual features of healthful objects and events while using attention to amplify any positive emotions or affective meaning arising during the savoring experience. Such intense attentional focus can be implemented without clinging, thereby fostering a deep appreciation for positive experience, no matter how fleeting. This technique may increase orbital–frontal and striatal responses to cues signaling natural rewards, thereby motivating engagement in healthy behaviors that subserve goal attainment. Ultimately, mindfulness practice may enhance the capacity to savor natural rewards and regulate drug craving by developing the malleable trait of mindfulness via neuroplasticity induced by recurrent brain state switching from mindless, addictive automaticity to the mindful state.

Though the original Buddhist soteriological purpose of mindfulness was to foster insight into the impermanent and interdependent nature of mental experience, modern MBIs may benefit individuals with substance use disorders by fostering addiction recovery and effecting positive behavior change. Through repeated practice of regulating addictive responses and extracting pleasure from life without substance use, the process of mindful recovery may ultimately reestablish healthy dopaminergic tone and remediate frontostriatal network function that had become dysregulated during the process of addiction.
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